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MFVI Inc! Infomercial Script 
Rachel Rampleman, 2003 

Welcome to Megalomedia Fabrication Vacation International Incorporated, your premiere 
source for exceptional custom vacation photos! For just a few dollars and minutes of your 
time, you can have the vacation Kodak moment of your dreams fabricated and posted on the 
internet. Or, for a few additional dollars, we’ll also print and frame your treasured photo, so 
you can hang it on your wall to enjoy every day for the rest of your life!  Whichever you 
choose, family and friends alike will envy your image of superior professional quality! 

The images you are seeing in this informative & life-altering video were taken by tourists just 
like you!  As you’ll see, some of them are better at AND about documenting their perfect 
vacation moments than others… Thanks to them, and to the fact that they have put their 
treasured images online, you too can share in the fun of having your perfect vacation 
moment on the internet! Now let me take a minute to tell you how MFVI Inc works… 

After watching this video, you will make your informed decision regarding your custom 
vacation photo. You will answer some questions to give us the information we need to better 
serve you and your online vacation photo needs. You will then proceed to our art department 
to prepare for your photo shoot. You’re almost done! Once we capture that ultimate picture of 
you, you just sit back and relax and wait for the email with the URL notifying you of where to 
find your online vacation photo!  If you have also requested a printed and framed copy, we 
will tell you where you can pick it up, or we will mail it to you! 

Now for your package options! 

Package 1: Recreated favorite past vacation moment 
This package is for those of you who just unforgivably didn’t have your camera with you at 
the time of a fleeting perfect vacation moment, or 
For those of you who did, but the picture came out all wrong… 
Perhaps it turned out too dark  
Or too blurry, 
Or perhaps your subject was just too darned close or far away! 
Or, maybe your friggin’ thumb was in front of the lens… 

Not to worry! None of those obvious and amateurish perfect vacation photo-ruining problems 
occur with MFVI Inc! Simply describe what you had tried yet failed to properly capture to one 
of our friendly agents, and we’ll make you the perfect recreation! 

Package 2: Fabricated fantasy vacation photo 
This package is for those of you who want a perfect vacation photo from a fantasy vacation 
which for some reason or another you’ve yet to take -- 
Maybe you’ve always wanted to go to Paris and have your picture taken at the top of the 
Eiffel Tower, but your vertigo makes you want to vomit when you even THINK about being 
up that high? 



Or perhaps you’ve always dreamed of being photographed in front of the great pyramids of 
Cairo, but the incessant threat of terrorism has kept you away? 
Or maybe you’ve always fantasized about going on a hunting expedition in Canada and 
having your picture taken with a carcass of some kind, but you are a poor shot or just can’t 
stomach the thought of killing an innocent animal just for the sake of a great picture! 
Or what if you’ve always wanted some documentation of yourself having fun in the sun in 
some tropical paradise, but you look abominable in a bikini?  
Or maybe you’d love to travel abroad and be photographed in the European countryside or 
some medieval city but your meager income combined with your insurmountable debt has 
made it seem like a pipedream? 
Or perhaps you’ve always secretly desired to have a naughty photo memento from your trip 
to a Vegas swingers convention, but are just too terribly inhibited to actually go? 
Or what if you’ve always wanted a picture of yourself exposing your breasts on Bourbon 
Street during Mardi Gras, but are wary of the wild and out of control drunken hordes of 
people you’d have to contend with? 
Or maybe you’ve longed to take to the open road on your Harley and head to Sturgis for a 
photo opp, but your sober and god-fearing lifestyle won’t allow it? 

Well wherever in the world you’d like to go, but for whatever reason haven’t, MFVI Inc can 
make it look like you WERE there, and had the time of your life to boot! Plus, we spare you 
all the hassle associated with a real vacation. Just think -- you don’t have to waste hours of 
your precious time at the airport, or on an exhausting transatlantic flight, or waiting on the 
runway… Or what about those of you that can’t afford to fly and would have to suffer the 
humiliation and even more exhausting ordeal of taking a bus to your vacation destination?  
Or even worse, what if you actually had to drive for many long trying hours through the 
middle of nowhere? Then, once you finally arrive, there’s the stress of trying to see as many 
boring monuments and museums as you can in a very limited amount of time. Boy, that can 
really wear you out!!! Just look at these poor weary world travelers… crashing out in lobbies,  
suffering through expensive hotels, or cheap hostels, unfamiliar beds with crappy pillows and 
flimsy comforters, or having to sleep on the floor because they can’t afford their own rooms… 

Well, for those of you with super-tight budgets, paralyzing inhibitions, debilitating phobias, or 
whatever else that might be preventing you from experiencing that perfect vacation moment, 
MFVI Inc. is the answer to your prayers! No need to waste your precious time or money in 
the pursuit of a few, and I mean very few, perfect vacation moment photos.  No-sirree-bob!  
MFVI Inc. is your hassle-free one-stop custom Kodak moment perfect vacation photo 
fabricator!  

Thanks for watching! And, If you order one of our fantastic vacation photo packages within 
the next 5 minutes, you’ll be on your way to anywhere in the world for a special one time only 
price of $5! Less than the cost of developing a single roll of film! 
Bon Voyage! 

• printing and framing extra
• MFVI Inc. is not responsible for  blah blah blah disclaimer kinda stuff




